
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Shri Hemant Kumar, General Manager Western Railway giving Man of the Month Award 
MAY-2014.  

  

 

अप्रैऱ-जून-2014 
संरक्षा विभाग  

प्रधान कायााऱय, चचागेट  

ऩश्चचम रेऱिे    
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Ÿ º̧‰¡¸ ¬¸¿£®¸¸ ‚¢š¸ˆÅ¸£ú 

œ¸¢©\¸Ÿ¸ £½¥¸¨ ½̧, 

\¸\ Ä̧Š ½̧’, Ÿ º̧Ÿ¤¸ƒÄ. 
 

 

¬¸Ÿœ¸¸™ˆÅú¡¸ 

 

 íŸ¸¸£½ £¸½]¸Ÿ¸£¸Ä ˆ½Å ˆÅ¸¡¸¸½ô Ÿ ½̧¿ ¬¸¿£®¸¸ ˆÅ¸½ ¬¸º¢›¸¢©\¸÷¸ ˆÅ£›¸¸, ™º‹¸Ä’›¸¸‚¸½¿ œ¸£ ‚¿ˆºÅ©¸ ¥¸Š¸¸›¸¸ ‡¨¸Ÿ¸Ã ‚Ÿ »̧¥¡¸ Ÿ¸¸›¸¨¸ 

]¸ú¨¸›¸ ˆÅ ½̧ ¤¸\¸¸›¸¸ íŸ¸¸£¸ œÏ˜¸Ÿ¸ ˆÅ÷¸Ä¨¡¸ í¾—  ¡¸í Š¸¨ Ä̧ ˆÅ¸ ¢¨¸«¸¡¸ í¾ ¢ˆÅ íŸ¸¸£½ ¬¸]¸Š¸ £½¥¸ˆÅ¢Ÿ¸Ä¡¸¸½¿ ˆÅú ]¸¸Š¸²ÅˆÅ÷¸¸ ˆ½Å ˆÅ¸£µ¸ ¤¸íº÷¸ 

¬¸¸£ú ™º‹¸Ä’›¸¸‚¸½¿ ˆÅ¸½ £¸½ˆÅ¸ ]¸¸ ¬¸ˆÅ¸ í¾— 

 

 ƒ¬¸ú ÇÅŸ¸ Ÿ ½̧¿ œ¸¢©\¸Ÿ¸ £½¥¸¨¸½ ×¸£¸ ¢™›¸¸¿ˆÅ 3/6/2014 ˆÅ¸½ ‚›÷¸Ä£¸«’ïú¡¸ ¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ œ¸€¸’ˆÅ ]¸¸Š¸²ÅˆÅ÷¸¸ ¢™¨¸¬¸ ‡¨ ¿̧ 

¢™›¸ ¿̧ˆÅ 2/6/2014 ¬¸½ 6/6/2014 ÷¸ˆÅ ]¸¸Š¸²ÅˆÅ÷¸¸ ¬¸œ÷¸¸í Ÿ¸›¸¸¡¸¸ Š¸¡¸¸— ƒ¬¸Ÿ¸¿½ ¬¸ž¸ú £½¥¸ ˆÅŸ¸Ä\¸¸¢£¡¸¸½¿ ×¸£¸ ¤¸[õ\¸[õ ˆÅ£ 

¢í¬¬¸¸ ¢¥¸¡¸¸ Š¸¡¸¸—  œ¸¢©\¸Ÿ¸ £½¥¸¨ ½̧ œ¸£ £½¥¸ œ¸€¸’ˆÅ¸½¿ œ¸£ ™º‹ Ä̧’›¸¸¡¸½ ¤¸\¸¸›¸½ í½÷¸º ¢¨¸¢ž¸››¸ £½¢”¡¸¸½ ¢]¸›Š¸¥¬¸ ˆÅ¸ œÏ¬¸¸£µ¸ ¢ˆÅ¡¸¸ 

Š¸¡¸¸—  ¥¸Š¸ž¸Š¸ 50 ¥¸¸‰¸ ]¸¸Š¸²ÅˆÅ÷¸¸ ¬¸¿™½©¸ ¢¨¸¢ž¸››¸ ¬˜¸¸›¸ú¡¸ ž¸¸«¸¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ ½̧ Ÿ¸í¸£¸«’ï, Š º̧]¸£¸÷¸, Ÿ¸š¡¸œÏ™½©¸ ‡¨¸¿ £¸]¸¬˜¸¸›¸ Ÿ ½̧¿ 

ž¸½]¸½ Š¸¡¸½—  ¬˜¸¸›¸ú¡¸ ž¸¸«¸¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ¸½ œÏ½¬¸ ¢¨¸±¸¢œ÷¸, ¬¸Ÿ¸¸\¸¸£ œ¸°¸ ¢¨¸±¸¸œ¸›¸ œÏ\¸¸¢£÷¸ ¢ˆÅ¡¸½ Š¸¡¸½—  ›¸ºÆˆÅ”õ ›¸¸’ˆÅ ˆÅ¸ ‚¸¡¸¸½]¸›¸ ¢ˆÅ¡¸¸ 

Š¸¡¸¸ ‡¨¸Ÿ Ã̧ ¬ ¿̧£®¸¸ ¬¸¿¤¸¿¢š¸÷¸  ¢¨¸¢ž¸››¸ œÏ\¸¸£ ¬¸¸Ÿ¸ŠÏú ˆÅ¸ ¢¨¸÷¸£µ¸ ¢ˆÅ¡¸¸ Š¸¡¸¸—  

 

 Š¸ºµ¸›¸¸›÷¸Ÿ¸ ¢¨¸©¥ ½̧«¸µ¸ ˆ½Å ‚¢÷¸¢£Æ÷¸ ¡¸í ¬¸¿£®¸¸ ¤¸º¥¸½¢’›¸ Ÿ º̧‰¡¸¸¥¸¡¸ ‡¨¸¿ £½¥¸¨¸½ ¤¸¸½”Ä ¬¸½ ]¸¸£ú Ÿ¸í÷¨¸œ¸»µ¸Ä œ¸°¸¸½¿ ˆÅú 

„œ¸¡¸¸½Š¸ú ]¸¸›¸ˆÅ¸£ú ™½÷¸¸ í¾, ¢]¸¬¸¬¸½ £½¥¸ ™º‹¸Ä’›¸¸‚ ½̧¿ ˆÅú œ¸º›¸£¸¨¸¼¢î¸ ˆÅ ½̧ £¸½ˆÅ¸ ]¸¸ ¬¸ˆ½Å—  ƒ¬¸ˆ½Å ‚¢÷¸¢£Æ÷¸ ¤¸º¥¸½¢’›¸ ˆÅ¸½ œÏž¸¸¨¸ú 

‚¸¾£ ‚¢š¸ˆÅ „œ¸¡¸¸½Š¸ú ¤¸›¸¸›¸½ ½̂Å ¢¥¸‡ ¬ ¿̧£®¸¸ ¬¸Ÿ¤¸¢›š¸÷¸ ¥¸½‰¸ ‡¨¸¿ ›¸¡ ½̧ ¢¨¸\¸¸£ ˆÅ¸ ¬¸º̂ ¸¸¨¸ ‚¸Ÿ¸¿¢°¸÷¸ ˆÅ£÷¸¸ íÂ»— 

 

 

(œÏ¨¸úµ¸ ¢Ÿ¸ª¸) 

Ÿ¸º‰¡¸ ¬¸¿£®¸¸ ‚¢š¸ˆÅ¸£ú 
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संऩादक मंडऱ 

 
 

1. मुख्य संरऺक -  श्री हेमन्त  कुमार महाप्रबंधक 

 

2. मुख्य संऩादक -  श्री प्रवीण ममश्रा मुख्य संरऺा अधधकारी 

 

3. संऩादक -   श्रीमती इतत ऩाण्डये - उऩ. म.ु सं. अ. (यातायात) 

                श्री जे  के शमाा - उऩ. म.ु सं. अ. (इंजी) 
     

  श्री मऱववदंर मसहं उऩ. मु. सं. अ. (ववधतु) 
 

   श्री एस बी काऩसे - उऩ. मु. सं. अ. (यांत्रिक) 
 

              श्री बी ऩी ततवारी - उऩ. म.ु सं. अ. (मस एवं दरूसं इंजी) 
 
 

सहायक संऩादक-             श्री सुनीऱ साऱेकर (का. अ. संरऺा) 
 

  श्री ऩी के शमाा सऱाकार (मस एवं दरूसं इंजी)     
            

                       श्री बी. एस. मऱ संरऺा सऱाकार (इंजी) 
 

 श्री जुड एऱदोंस संरऺा सऱाकार (ववधतु)            

                        श्री मुकेश ऺिी  (यातायात तनरीऺक/ संरऺा) 
 

        श्री अऱोक भूषण संरऺा सऱाकार (यांत्रिक) 
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SAFETY MEASURES 
 
Action to be taken when a Loco Pilot overshoots signal/signals: 
 
1. Reception Signals: 
 As soon as the Station Master becomes aware of the fact that a Loco Pilot has 

overshot reception signal/ signals, the following action shall be taken. 
 

(a) Try to stop the train by showing red hand danger signal or by switching off the 
OHE in the electrified section.  If the Loco Pilot after over shooting the reception 
signals comes to a stop at the  place at which trains usually come to a stop i.e. 
at the Starter Signal. 

 
(i) A memo shall be served to the Loco Pilot with a copy to Guard, advising him 

that he has disregarded reception signals.  Section Control shall also be 
advised of the incident with the relevant details. 

 
(ii) Loco Pilot/ALP should be booked off and their relief arranged.  
 
(iii) In the meanwhile, concerned officials should be advised to reach at the station 

where the train is being detained for recording statements of the crew, a ‘Joint 
Check’ of brake power and for preparing the Joint Note. 

 
(iv) Engine crew should be subjected to a medical examination as prescribed in the 

Accident Manual. 
 

(b) When a Loco Pilot after overshooting Outer Signal, stops short of the Home 
Signal: 

 
 Train shall be piloted into the station after completing relevant procedure 

mentioned in Accident Manual and brought upto the place where the train 
usually come to a stop i.e. at the  Starter signal. 

 
 Rest of the procedure shall be the same as detailed in para 1(a) above.  
 
(C)  When a Loco Pilot after overshooting reception signals stops either short of 

platform or after jamming the points: 
 

 The train shall be shunted upto its berthing place.  Rest of the procedure shall 
be the same as detailed in Para - 1(a) above. 

 
2. Departure Signals: 
 

  If the Loco Pilot overshoots the Starter Signal and comes to a stop between 
Starter and Advanced Starter Signals beyond the Advanced Starter Signal at a 
place from where the train can be easily backed to the station, the train shall be 
backed to its berthing place on the authority of T/806 (Shunting Order).  Action 
shall, thereafter be taken as para - 1(a) above. 
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QUIZ 
 
 

Sr.No. Questions 

1. What will be the speed of vehicle proceeding for opening communication on 
single line, when the view ahead is not clear?  

a) 8 KMPH 
b) 10 KMPH 
c) 15 KMPH 

2. What will be the speed of train in automatic block system in thick and foggy 
weather? 

a) On Yellow aspect – KMPH 
b) On double yellow aspect---- KMPH   
c) On green aspect  --- KMPH 

3. When engine head light becomes defective during run. The speed of train will be 
a) 10 kmph. b)20 c) 30 d) 40kmph 

4. When ‘C’ class ODC wagon attached with train then speed of train will be ---- 
kmph. 
a)10 b)20 c)25 d)35 

5. What will be the maximum speed of TTM? 
a)10 kmph. b)20 c) 30 d) 40kmph 

6. State whether the statement is true or false. 
Loco pilot will whistle continuously from whistle board upto the LC Gate. 

7. State whether the statement is true or false. 
Whistle code of train parting 0 ---- 0 ---- 

8. State whether the statement is true or false. 
No train shall run through on platform line when passenger train is standing on 
non passenger line. 

9. State whether the statement is true or false. 
Ex-gratia payment 
In case of death Rs.15,000/- 
In case of grievous injury Rs.2500/-  

10. What is the Standard Form No.T/C  912 ? 

11. Serious Dislocation of traffic means interruption to traffic when on this special 
route is block for ----- hours.   

12. Train running into road traffic or traffic running into train at level crossing is 
classified as class --------accident.  

13 Train passing signal at danger classified as-------accident.  

14 Target time for  ARME from ordering to dispatch from double exit siding is -------+-
--------(Time  for turning out + time for dispatch). 

15 Sounding of Two long whistle each of 45 seconds duration with 5 seconds brake 
in between indicates accident in loco shed/traffic yard at------------requiring only 
ART. 

16 Competency certificate  to the Gateman of interlocked traffic gate issued by ------- 

17 During night while passing of train at level crossing gates the gateman should 
exhibit ----------light to the driver and guard of the train.  

18 During train parting at level crossing gates during night the gateman should 
exhibit--------to the driver and guard of the train.  

19 Axle counter an electric device  is provided between two given points to ------ 
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20 Points, which are seldom used or so near the station that Station Master on duty 
may attend them is known as--------- 

21 Failure of motor operated points is indicated on Control Panel by means of -------- 

22 Permanent Speed Restrictions are notified in-------- 

23. When any abnormal jerk experienced and reported by Driver, the Station Master 
shall issued a --------to the next train driver on that line. 

24 A passenger train should not be received  over loop line having -----  turn  out in 
facing and trailing direction. 
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The Advance Amendment Slip No. 33, April 2014 to the G&SR- 2008 edition, is 

given below: 

Substitute the SR 6.03 (1), SR 6.03 (3)  and add SR 6.03 (5) after SR 6.03 (4) Note at 

page 232 & 233. 

 
SR 6.03 (1) When a train comes to stop between stations on account of an accident or any other 

cause which is not immediately obvious and the Loco Pilot finds that  his train can not 
proceed, he shall immediately switch ‘ON’ the front flasher light facing towards direction of 
movement of his Engine/Driving cab of electrical multiple unit whether by day or night and 
thereafter switch ‘OFF’ the head light if it is ‘ON’ and give four short sharp whistles to 
apprise the Guard of his inability to proceed. 

 
 The Loco Pilot and /or the Guard of the train shall also apprise the Loco  Pilot of 
 approaching train on the adjacent line by walkie-talkie set (if available). 
 

The Loco Pilot and / or the Guard while going in the rear or the front to protect  the  train, 
shall  continuously  show his hand danger signal and shall also apprise   the  Loco  Pilot  
of  the  approaching  train  by walkie  talkie set (if available) to stop his train. 

 
SR 6.03 (3) When the Loco Pilot of an approaching train sees the flashing light or the light of the red 

flashing hand signal lamp or receives, appraisal /warning from the Loco Pilot or Guard of 
the affected train, he shall at once take action to stop his train short of the obstruction and 
render all possible assistance to the affected train just as he would act when he sees a 
danger signal, or hears the distress whistle code of another engine, or explodes a 
detonator. 

 
SR 6.03(5) The Loco Pilot shall also switch on front flasher light of the train engine while running on 

the wrong line on double/multiple line section or when proceeding on authority to proceed 
without line clear for opening the communication during total interruption of 
communication on single/temporary single line section. 

 
 In case the train engine running on wrong line without switching on the flasher light is 
noticed by the Station Staff, Gatemen and Gangmen, they should stop the train 
immediately.   
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Advance Amendment Slip No. 34, April 2014 to the G&SR- 2008 edition, is given 

below: 

 
The contents of SR 3.70 (3) at page 94 and SR 3.75 (2) (A) at page 99 may be replaced 
with the following. 

 

SR 3.70 (3) For the station, provided with the IBS, see G&SR 3.75. 
 
SR 3.75 (2)  (A)  If the last Stop signal of the station in rear of the Intermediate Block Stop signal fails, the           

Intermediate Block Stop signal shall be deemed to be defective.  
 

 For passing a defective Intermediate Block Stop signal at 'ON', the Station Master 
controlling the signal shall authorise a Loco Pilot to pass such a signal on a written 
authority to be handed over to the Loco Pilot on Form T/369 (3b) issued for the last stop 
signal. 
 
An endorsement shall be made on form  T/ 369(3b) by the Station Master to the effect 
that "line clear has been obtained from the next block station".  The private number thus 
received from the block station in advance shall also be recorded on form T / 369 (3b). 
 

      (B) When the last Stop signal cannot be taken 'OFF' even though the Axle Counter/ Track   
Circuit has not failed at a station controlling the IBH, the Station Master  on duty of such 
station will verify the clearance of first portion of the block section by exchanging private 
number with cabin ASM on duty of the concerned  cabin. Thereafter, ASM on duty will 
issue Form T/369 (3b) to pass the defective last Stop signal at 'ON' duly endorsed with 
'Certified that first portion of the block section is Clear'. 

   
The Loco Pilot before entering the first portion of the block section shall ensure that above 

endorsement has been recorded on Form T/369 (3b). 
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        WESTERN RAILWAY 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Headquarters Office,  

5
th

 Floor, S&T Deptt.,  

Station Building, 

Churchgate,  

Mumbai - 400 020. 

No. SG.41/2/3           Date : 07/03/2014  

 

DRMs -    BCT / BRC / ADI / RTM / RJT / BVP 

 

Sub :  Monsoon precautions for Signalling System. 

--------------- 

  

Every year pre-monsoon precautionary measures are reiterated to divisions before 

onset of monsoon.  To minimize the failures & restoration time, Divisions are requested 

to ensure reliable functioning of Signalling System during Monsoon Season so that there 

are minimum repercussions to train operations.  Areas of concern should be identified 

and action to be taken should be quantified and monitored intensively to ensure timely 

completion of all activities well before monsoon.  However, some of the vital items 

requiring immediate attention are given below for necessary action:  

 

1.  Relay room, Panel Room, Power Equipment, Battery Room & Generator Room,, 

where leakage / seepage during heavy downpour is likely, be got attended well in 

time by Engineering Department. 

  

2. Any location box lying at low level & likely to be flooded should be shifted or 

protected appropriately.  

 

3. Due care is required to be taken to avoid the entry of water through leakage / 

seepage specially at unmanned installations such as Auto Signaling Relay huts and 

independent interlocked level crossing gates relay room/ power room etc.   

 

4. Testing of main, tail and power cables should be completed in time and spare 

strands should be made so as to replace the defective cables during failure in 

shortest possible time.  ELDs, where provided, must be kept in working condition. 

 

5. Insulation of point machines should also be checked up and it may be ensured that 

all point motors are having epoxy coating. 
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6. Sanctioned works of axle counter need to be progressed to avoid the failures of 

track circuits in monsoon.  

7. For proper functioning of track circuits (including AFTCs), minimum ballast 

resistance for all the track circuits must be ensured.  For this, adequate measures 

outlined under Para 279 of IR Permanent Way Manual should be ensured. Specific 

attention is to be given for maintaining ballast clearance in terms of Para 279(8) of 

IR Permanent Way  Manual extracted below: 

 

Ballast must be kept clean throughout the track circuited 

section and care should be taken to see that the ballast is 
kept clear of the rails and rail fastenings. The clearance 

from the foot of the rail should not be less than 50mm. 
During every packing this point should be taken note of. 
 

8. Provision of missing GFN liners for tracks laid on PSC sleepers, etc. should be 
taken.  All AFTCs parameter should be within range.  It should also be ensured 
that AFTCs are properly tuned. 
 

9. Proper drainage at vulnerable spots be ensured to minimize signal point and track 

circuit failures on this account. 

 

10. All LED signal are prone to failure in case of seepage of moisture / water.  All 

signal units including with conventional lamps should be completely sealed 

including any hole in the housing to prevent moisture entry.  From front side 

gasket may be provided between LED units and housing of signal units to prevent 

moisture entry.  

 

11. To ensure the availability of power supply to Signalling System, Diesel 

Generators wherever provided be checked and should be made functional.  

Adequate quantity of Diesel, Mobile Oil, etc. should be stocked at the stations 

provided with DG sets.  

 

12. Earthing arrangements and Surge Protection Devices at all the EIs should be 

checked and if any deficiency found, should be got rectified before 15th 

May'2013.   

 

13. All spare cards of EIs, AFTCs, and Digital Axle Counters should be checked by 

putting them in working circuits.  In no case faulty cards should be kept at Station 

/ Relay Huts.  
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14. Proper earthing arrangement of S&T equipments with SPD to be ensured.   

 

15. Interface to electronic devices such as Axle Counters should be protected on both 

ends by ‘D’ class protection. 

 

16. In lightening prone areas, PPTC fuses may be installed on TF end of DC track 

circuit. 

 

17. Proper functioning of Emergency crossovers/points which are rarely used  should 

also be ensured by regular testing  

 

18. All openings / holes / cable entry points should be sealed and Gammexane powder 

/ Nepthoneyle balls should be placed inside the location boxes to prevent the entry 

and growth of insects and reptiles.  

 

19. Where overhead lines are in use for slot, block circuits and control circuits 

strengthening of posts, checking and replacing broken jumpers, insulators, etc. 

cutting of vegetation, removal of sag in line wires, etc. be got attended. 

 

20. Sufficient quantity of spares like fuses, AFTC cards, Tuning units, AWS track 

magnet opto coupler card, relay groups, point machines including its parts, various 

types of signalling cables, should be stocked at vulnerable stations so as to reduce 

restoration time. 

 

21. Based on past experience specially those areas which are prone to water logging, 

adequate no. of spares may be kept for equipments / materials which need to be 

stored at a proper place. 

 

22. Emergency Lights, Torches and Petromax  should be checked and kept in 

readiness with adequate quantity of torch cells / kerosene oil, etc.  

 

23. All tools in general and particularly related with cable laying should be available 

with the Cable Gang in good condition and in adequate quantity.  

 

24. All the meters in general and particularly cable testers, cable route locaters, 

meggers, earth resistance tester and multimeters issued to ESM must be functional 

along with the associated probes of standard quality.  

 

25. Transport facilities (vehicle, driver) should be made available round the clock at 

critical locations during monsoon to move the staff at the earliest during 

emergency. 
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26. Night failure gangs may be formed by polling resources from existing staff and 

kept at different locations for attending the defects of signalling system due to 

heavy rain, etc. in shortest possible time.   

 

 

 

        ( Harish Gupta )  

          Chief Signal Engineer   

     For GENERAL MANAGER(S&T) 

 

Copy to PCE for Information and necessary action 

 

C/- Sr.DSTEs – BCT / BRC / ADI / RTM / RJT / BVP 
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WESTERN RAILWAY 
 Level Crossing Awareness Week Programme 2014 

 
As per Rly. Board’s directives Western Railway has celebrated International Level 
Crossing Awareness Day on 3rd June 2014 and awareness week from 02.06.2014 to 
06.06.2014 by covering all divisions. DRMs/ADRMs/SrDSOs and staff of BCT, 
BRC,RTM, ADI, RJT & BVP have participated in this celebration. Radio jingles in Hindi 
and Gujarati were broad cast on FM Radio and All India Radio from 31st May 2014 to 7th 
June 2014. In Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan & Madhya Pradesh, SMS were sent in 
vernacular languages and no. of advertisements were displayed at various places & 
published in various News Papers. Nukad Nataks were played and different types of 
mementos were distributed. 
Mumbai Division  

   
Vadodara Division 

    
Ratlam Division 
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Ahmedabad  Division 

   
Rajkot Division 

   

 
Bhavnagar division 
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Safety Seminars conducted from April to June -2014 

 From April to June -2014, 155 Safety seminars have been conducted 
at various locations of Western Railway wherein field Staff, Sr. 
Supervisors and Officers of all disciplines were participated. 

Safety Seminar at Porbander on Date 20/6/2014  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SAFETY PERFORMANCE OF WESTERN RAILWAY. 

A message for Loco pilots 
 

“Whistle intermittently at LCs starting from W/L Board till crossing 

of LC to save the negligent road users” 
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SAFETY PERFORMANCE OF WESTERN RAILWAY. 
 
 

 Consequential 

 Apr- June -2014 

Total no. of accidents: 07 

 (a) Collision -- 

 (b) Derailment 03 

                                Station 01 

                                Mid-section 02 

 (c) Manned Level crossing -- 

 (d) Un-manned Level crossing 03 

 (e) Fire 01 

  (f) Miscellaneous Accident -- 

 
 

DIVISION-WISE ACCIDENT DURING  APRIL-2014 TO JUNE-2014 
 

Div. Collision Derailment MLC UMLC fire Misc. Total 

 P O P O P O P O P O P O P O T 

BCT 
 

-- -- -- 01 -- -- -- -- 01 -- -- -- 01 01 02 

BRC 
 

-- -- 01 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 01 -- 01 

RTM 
 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

ADI 
 

-- -- 01 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 01 -- 01 

RJT 
 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 01 01 -- -- -- -- 01 01 02 

BVP 
 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 01 -- -- -- -- -- 01 -- -- 

TTL 
 

-- -- 02 01 -- -- 02 01 01 -- -- -- 05 02 07 

 
P – Passenger                O- Goods 
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Division-wise Accident list During April-2014 to June2014 

 
Sr. 
No. 

Date & 
Time  

Div. /Gauge 
Sec./B.Sec. 

Brief particular  Final Cause/ 
Primafacie  

Responsibility  

1. 24.4.2014    
6.40 hrs.   
 
 
 

ADI - BG   
Taranga - 
Mehsana 
Kheralu-

Vadanagar 

Train no 79401 Taranga-
Mahesana DEMU 
passenger while running 
between Kheralu- 
Vadanagar block section, 
its rear DPCno. 0398/A 
front trolley derailed at 
Km 39/6. 

Improper interaction 
between track & 
wheel due to 
combined effect of 
track & wheel 
geometry. 
 
Final Cause. 

Primary : Sh. Sanjay 

Kumar N. Modi – 
JE(C&W) B/worthy : 

Arvind kumar Garg SSE 
P.Way -MSH/ South  

2. 12.5.2014    
20.40 hrs. 

BRC - BG   
Anand-

Khambhat 
Khambhat-

Petlad 

At Km 49/07 to 49/09 , 2 
wheels of Front 
Unit(DPC-31 ) of Train No 
DEMU 79424 derailed 
due to dashing with tree 
fallen on track.  

Due to tree fallen on 
track. 
 
Final Cause. 

Natural calamity 

3. 26.5.2014    
10.04 hrs. 

RJT - BG  
HM-JAM    
HM-JALD 

One Maruti Swift Car 
No.GJ - 5-CN-8429 
dashed at UMLC 156 
between HM-JALD with 
Goods train MEON/N. 

Careless & Negligent 
driving by Maruti Swift 
Car driver. 

 
Final Cause. 

Other than Railway staff  

4. 31.5.2014     
17.17 hrs. 

BCT - BG  
Jalgaon - 

Nandurbar 
Takarkhed 

stn. 

Derailment of  one wagon 
5th from train engine of 
Up UDS goods train at Ta 
karkhede station at km 
263/22 point No.119 of 
BCT division. 

Axle broken due to 
Hot Axle 
 
 
Final Cause. 

Primary:Depot MGS, NKJ, 
GIM & BAI Secondary: 1) 
Sh.  Rajubhai N.R.-Guard- 
BCT  B/w :1) Purushottam 
-Kumar -ASM-PLD 2) Anil 
Singh -ASM-DXG 3) Shri 
Sunil R-G/man-BCT.4) 
Javed Gaffer Shaikh 

5. 6.6.2014    
00:52 hrs. 

BCT - BG  
NDB -ST VYA 

Sation 

Fire in Cocah no. WR 
ACCN 11151 of Train 
no.09535 UP Raipur 
Hapa Holiday SPL in AC 
panel at VYARA station 

Electrical Short circuit. 
 
Primafacie. 

Under investigation.  

6. 22.6.2014 
07.11 hrs. 

BVP 
DAS – MHV 

Track No. GJB T-30/21 
dashed with train engine 
of 59235 up passenger 
train at UMLC No.7/C 
between DAS-DME 
stations at kms. 5/3-4 
resulting in to the death 
of truck driver. 

Final Cause. 
 
Negligence of truck 
driver. 

ORS  
Other than Rly. Staff.  
 

7. 27/06/201
4  
10:15:00    

RJT - BG  
VG-RJT 

BLWR-RJT 

Auto Rickshaw No.GJ-
3AC-0370 dashed with 
Train No.19005 Dn at 
UMLC 121 between 
Rajkot - Bileshwar 
stations at 10.20 hrs on 
27-6-2014. 

Total negligence of 
Auto Rickshaw driver 
as Music system was 
played loudly by 
Rickshaw driver and 
even passengers 
warned him to stop 
the auto rickshaw but 
he did not stop and 
dashed with train. 
 
Final Cause.   

ORS  
Other than Rly. Staff.  
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GRANT OF CASH AWARDS AT GENERAL MANAGER’S LEVEL 
 
                The efforts contributed by WR staff towards ensuring Safety: 
 

 
Sr. 

 
Mont

h 
Div. Name  of 

Awardees & 
Designation 

Citation Amount 
Rs. 

1 April 
14 

BVP Sh. Bhagwan T. 
L.P. (Goods) 

working under 
CCR (L) -BTD 

On date 05.04.14 TNo. PPSP-CKYR was run bet. PPSP-BTD 
hauled by D.P. No. 18716 WDM3A VTA with trailing load 46/2730 
T. While travelling as Spare in BVZI of said train he noticed 
smokes & hot flame from 4

th
 BLCB wagon bet. RLA-VJD sec. 

 
Looking  to the seriousness of the situation, he immediately 
informed  to on duty Loco Pilot on Walky-Talky to slow down 
speed of train . He got down from BVZI, reached to location of 
HOT Axle and extinguished the flames. H e helped working L.P. in 
reaching train safely  at VJD station where culprit  BLCB wagon 
No. 11/0549 was detached from train for further action  by C&W 
staff.  
Thus LP was vigil and alert  while traveling as passenger by 
Goods train, detected Hot Axle & averted a possible accident. 

Rs.2500/- 

2 April 
14 

BVP Sh.O.D. Carpenter 
S.S.E(ART)-BVC 

Sh. O.D. Carpenter is working at ART-BVC since long. He is hard 
worker and sincere in his work. Under his supervision and sincere 
efforts the ART-BVC has been maintained very well. The 
recorded keeping is also very good. Under his supervision the 
restoration work at accident site has been done well within target 
time, 
During the safety audit inspection on date 28/29.11.2013 over 
BVP division  by HQ Safety team comprising CSO,CTM/TS, 
CETE,CE(G),and CSTE(W) vide para 2.16 of Inspection note No. 
SFT5/64/BVP/Nov.-2013 dtd. 23.04.2014 recommended for his 
sincere efforts and dedication toward his duty.. 

Rs.2500/- 

3 April 
14 

BCT Sh.P.P.Yadav,  
LP/BSR 

 

On 09.04.2014   he was working in T.No. C/JNPT with loco no. 
28086. While checking the under frame of loco at BHET ,LP found 
that TM-4 nose suspension was hanging & one bolt was missing 
thus making loco working unsafe . He immediately informed to 
CTLC/BL, who arranged shed staff to BHET with spare bolt and 
the  Loco was  attended by BL shed staff.  

Rs.2500/- 

4 April 
14 

BCT Sh. Amol Mokat , 
LP/HQ/BSR 

On14.04.2014 he was working in T.No. C/DER with Loco No. 
27641.LP observed signal  No. 12016(A) bet. VGN-DRD section 
in danger and passed  the signal as per the rule. He noticed Rail 
Fracture at Km 121/12-14. He immediately stopped the train & 
informed to Dy.SS/DRD, Guard of the train and TLC. Engineering 
staff was called to site and attended the rail fracture due to 
alertness he averted an accident & detention of traffic on 
mainline.. 

Rs.2500/- 

5 April 
14 

RTM ªú œ¸ú.¬¸ú. œ¸¸’ú™¸£ 

¥¸ ½̧ˆÅ ½̧ œ¸¸¡¸¥ ½̧’/Š º̧”Ã¬¸ 

£÷¸¥¸¸Ÿ¸ 

‚¸œ¸ ¢™›¸ ¿̧ˆÅ 14.04.14 ˆÅ ½̧  Š¸¸”õú ¬¸¿. TEN œ¸£ RTM-GDA ‰ ¿̧” œ¸£ ˆÅ¸¡¸Ä 

ˆÅ£ £í½ ˜¸½. BJG-THDR  ½̂Å Ÿ¸š¡¸ Š¸ ¾̧¥¸¸ƒÄ Ÿ ½̧¿ ƒ¿¢�¸›¸ ¬¸½ 12 ¨¸ú Š¸¸”õú Ÿ ½̧¿ š¸¿º¨¸¸ ¨¸ 

¢� ¿̧Š¸¸£ú ¢™‰¸¸ƒÄ ™ú. ‚¸œ¸ˆ½Å ×¸£¸ ¬¸¾Æ©¸›¸ ¢Æ¥¸¡¸£ ˆÅ£ Š¸¸”õú ˆÅ ½̧ ¬¸÷¸ˆÄÅ÷¸¸ œ¸»¨ Ä̧ˆÅ  

˜¸ ¿̧™¥¸¸£ ½̧” ¬’½©¸›¸ œ¸£ ‰¸”õ¸ ¢ˆÅ¡¸¸ ÷¸˜¸¸  œÏž¸¸¢¨¸÷¸ ¨ ¾̧Š¸›¸ ¢ˆÅ ¢� ¿̧Š¸¸¢£¡¸ ½̧¿ ˆÅ ½̧ ™¸½ 

‚¢Š›¸©¸¸Ÿ¸ˆÅ ¡ ¿̧°¸ ¬¸½ ¤¸º�¸¸¡¸¸ Š¸¡¸¸. „Æ÷¸ ¨ ½̧Š¸›¸ ˆÅ ½̧ THDR  ¬’½©¸›¸ œ¸£ ˆÅ¸’¸ 

Š¸¡¸¸. 

Rs.2500/- 
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6 April 
14 

ADI ªú £¸Ÿ¸�¸ú ž¸¸ƒÄ, 

¨¸¢£. œ¸¸ƒô’Ã¬¸Ÿ ½̧›¸ 

/š¸›¸ˆÅ¨¸¸”¸ 

 ¢™›¸ ¿̧ˆÅ 19.04.2014 ˆÅ ½̧ Š¸¸”õú ¬¸¿. BAD /ICKR/12621 ¬¸Ÿ¸¡¸ 14.05 

œ¸£ š¸›¸ˆÅ¨¸¸” ¬’½©¸›¸ ¬¸½ ऩास í ½̧›¸½ œ¸£ ¬’½©¸›¸ œ¸£ ˆÅ¸¡ Ä̧£÷¸ ˜¸½ ÷¸¤¸ ‚¸œ¸›¸½ ™½‰¸¸ 

¢ˆÅ ¨ ½̧Š¸›¸ ¬¸¿.WR-896577  �¸ ½̧ ƒ¿�¸›¸ ¬¸½ 19 ¨ ½̧  ÇÅŸ¸ Ÿ ½̧¿ ˜¸¸, „¬¸ ¨ ½̧Š¸›¸ ˆ½Å 

‡Æ¬¸¥¸ ¬¸½ ‹¸º¿‚¸ ¤¸¸í£ ‚¸ £í¸ ˜¸¸, ‚¸œ¸› ½̧ ¢¬˜¸÷¸ú ˆ ú Š ¿̧ž¸ú£÷¸¸ ˆÅ ½̧ ™½‰¸÷ ½̧ íº‡ 

©¸ú‹Ï íú ƒ¬¸ ˆÅú �¸¸›¸ˆÅ¸£ú ‚œ¸› ½̧ ‚¢š¸ˆÅ¸¢£¡¸ ½̧¿ ˆÅ ½̧ ™ú. 

Š¸¸”õú ¬¸Ÿ¸¡¸ œ¸£ 14.20 œ¸£ ¢™¡¸ ½̧™£ ¬’½©¸›¸ œ¸£ ‚¸Š¸Ÿ¸›¸ í ½̧½›¸½ œ¸£ Š¸¸”Ä ×¸£¸ 

¨ ½̧Š¸›¸ ¬¸¿. WR-896577 ˆÅú �¸ ¿̧�¸ ˆÅú Š¸ƒÄ ‚ ¾̧£ í ½̧’ ‡Æ¬¸¥¸ ¨ ½̧Š¸›¸ ˆÅ ½̧ ¢™¡¸ ½̧™£ 

¬’½©¸›¸ œ¸£ Š¸¸”õú ¬¸½ í’¸¡¸¸ Š¸¡¸¸, ‚ ¾̧£ ƒ¬¸ ÷¸£í ˆÅŸ Ä̧�¸¸£ú ˆÅú ¬¸÷ Ä̧Æ÷¸¸ ¬¸½ ¤¸”õú 

Š ¿̧ž¸ú£ ™º‹ Ä̧’›¸¸ ˆÅ ½̧ ’¸¥¸¸ �¸¸ ¬¸ˆÅ¸. 

Rs.2500/- 

7 April 
14 

RJT Sh. Vithal 
Hamma, 
Gangman, 
working as 
Gatekeeper, 
SSE(P’Way/E)RJ
T 

On 06.04.14, while working as gatekeeper at MLC 18 he noticed  
Rail Fracture at Km587/8-9 bet. Bhaskarpara- Lilapur Road at 
11.20 hrs. He immediately reported to SM-Bhaskarpara and 
imposed 10kmph & Stop dead restriction to first approaching train 
No. 12906. 

Rs.2500/- 

8 April 
14 

BRC Sh Rajesh 
Christie, 

LP/Gds/BRCY 

On 27.04.14 while he was working in T.No. JL/WKB  hauled by 
loco No, 27581 Ex BRCY-WKB & passing KM 410/08 noticed that 
one clamp of rail joint found open. He immediately informed on 
auto phone at LC 247 to Dy.SS/RNO to stop the train. The same 
was also certified by the Guard and the train was passed 
cautiously over the  joint. 
On receiving the message the T.No. 12834 was stopped at RNO 
station, the Engg. Staff reached at site and noticed goggle fish 
plate bolt was loose. Same was got attended by Keyman 

Rs.2500/- 
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Sr. 

 
Mont

h 
Div. Name  of 

Awardees & 
Designation 

Citation Amount 
Rs. 

1 May 
14 

BRC Shri Mitesh 
Vaghela,loco 
Pilot Goods, 
HQ-BRCY 

 

On date 29.05.2014, Shri Mitesh Vaghela, Loco Pilot 
(Goods), HQ-BRCY while working Train No. MDPT/ JLwith 
Loco No. 27354 Ex BRCY to UDN after starting from LKD 
loop at 06:37 hrs noticed abnormal jerk at Km 357/21-19 
between LKD-PU section. Loco Pilot immediately stopped 
the train. On checking, both the fish plates were found 
broken. 
He immediately informed Dy.SS/LKDon VHF set. 
Engineering staff reached at site at 07:35hrs and allowed 
the train at 08:15 hrsat a Speed Restriction of 5 Kmph. Loco 
Pilot (Goods) BRCY,ShriMitesh Vaghela with his high level 
of alertness, He is recommended for a suitable award at 
GM's level. 

Rs.2500/- 

2 May 
14 

BVP Sh.Nagabhai 
Jivabhai  
P/Man 

Gateman -DLJ 

On date 27.05.2014, while working as on duty gate man at 
LC no.185/B (Tfc) at DLJ, While passing the train no. GHH-
PPSP he noticed some wagon smokes and he immediately 
informed to on duty SS-DLJ. 
 Looking to the seriousness of the situation, he immediately 
informed to on duty SS-DLJ to slow down speed of train and 
at DAS the hot axle culprit BLCB wagon No.62310700414 
was detached from train for further action by C&W staff. 
He is recommended for a suitable award at GM's level.  

Rs.2500/- 

3 May 
14 

RJT Sh Noor 
Mohmad J. 
LP /SUNR 

On29.5.14while working as LP of Train No BCNE HXP he 
noticed One Chakkda Rickshaw No GJ-10U-7648 stuck up 
on track between Khandheri – Padadhri on UMLC 138. He 
immediately applied Emergency break and saved an 
accident. 

Rs.2500/- 

 4 May 
14 

ADI Sh Kuldeep 
Singh 

Tech.-II GIM 

Despite of the prompt axle box feeling during rolling in & 
rolling out of freight train Shri Kuldeep Singh R. Technician-
II(C&W) GIM has done a commendable job by timely 
detection and detachment of the above listed wagons which 
could have led  to CTRB failure enroute thus his efforts 
saved chances of accident/derailments. 
e is recommended for a suitable award at GM's level. 

Rs.2500/- 
 

5 May 
14 

RTM Sh Rajiv Kumar 
Singh 

ASM/Sant 
Road 

‚¸œ¸ ¢™›¸¸¿̂ Å 15/05/14 ˆÅ ½̧ ¬ ¿̧÷¸£¸½” ¬’½©¸›¸ œ¸£ ˆÅ¸¡¸Ä£÷¸ ˜¸½, ¥¸Š¸ž¸Š¸ 15.37 

¤¸�¸½ 12930 ‚œ¸ ™¸í ½̧™-¤¸¥¸¬¸¸”õ ‡Æ¬¸œÏ½¬¸ ˆÅ¸ ¢œ¸œ¸¥¸¸½™ ¬ ½̧ œÏ¬˜¸¸›¸ ¢Ÿ¸¥¸¸—  

‚¸œ¸› ½̧ ¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ œ¸€¸’ˆÅ ¬ ¿̧.21/¬¸ú ¤ ¿̧™ í ½̧› ½̧ ˆÅ¸ ›¸¿¤¸£ ¥¸½ £‰¸¸ ˜¸¸ „¬¸ˆ½Å ¤¸¸¨¸� »̧™ Š ½̧’ 

‰ º̧¥¸¸ í¸½›¸½ ¬ ½̧ ‡ˆÅ �¸½¬¸ú¤¸ú Ÿ¸©¸ú›¸ 12930 ¬ ½̧ ’ˆÅ£¸ Š¸ƒÄ—  ‚¸œ¸ˆÅ¸½ ¿¢í 12930 ˆ½Å 

œ¸¸¡¸¥¸½’ › ½̧ ¤¸÷¸¸¡¸¸, ‚¸œ¸› ½̧ ÷¸º£›÷¸ Š¸¸”õú ¬ ¿̧.12471 ”¸„›¸ Ÿ º̧Ÿ¤¸ƒÄ �¸ŸŸ¸»÷¸¨¸ú 

‡Æ¬¸œÏ½¬¸ �¸ ½̧ ¢ˆÅ 15.39 ¤¸�¸½ •¸¿�¸¥¸¸¨¸ ¬ ½̧ ¢›¸ˆÅ¥¸ � º̧̂ Åú ˜¸ú, „Æ÷¸ ‹¸’›¸¸ ˆÅú ¬ »̧�¸›¸¸ 

12471 ˆ½Å œ¸¸¡¸¥ ½̧’ ˆÅ ½̧ ™ú ‚¸¾£ Š¸¸”õú ˆÅ¸½ ¬¸Ÿ¸œ¸¸£ œ¸€¸’ˆÅ 21/¬¸ú ¬¸½ œ¸»¨ Ä̧ ‰¸”ú 

ˆÅ£¨¸¸ƒÄ—  ‚÷¸À ›¸Š¸™ œ¸º£¬ˆÅ¸£ ‡¨¸¿ œÏ©¸¢¬÷¸ œ¸°¸ œÏ™¸›¸ ˆÅ£› ½̧ ˆÅú ‚›¸º© ¿̧¬¸¸ ˆÅú 

•¸¸÷¸ú í¾— 

Rs.2500/- 

6 May 
14 

BCT Sh. Nitish 
Kumar 

ALP/UDN 

On 23.05.2014, while taking charge of ST/BCNE train with 
Loco No.23956 (NKJ/WCR) at ST, Asst. Loco Pilot Shri 
Nitish Kumar/UDN checked the Loco & reported that bogie 
No.2 between wheel No.7-9, was having crack of about 18” 
size.  On advice of ALP, loco was withdrawn from services 
and sent to BL shed at 40 KMPH restricted speed for 
repairs.  Fresh loco No.24403 was arranged ex UDN to 
work the train from ST.  He is recommended for a suitable 
award at GM's level. 

Rs.2500/- 
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À £¸«’ï - š¸Ÿ¸Ä À 

 

‚’¥¸ \ º̧›¸¸¾÷¸ú ‚¢‰¸¥¸ ¢¨¸æ¸ ˆÅ¸½, ž¸¥¸¸ ¤¸º£¸ \¸¸í½ ]¸¸½ Ÿ¸¸›¸½— 

¥¸Š¸½ £í½¿Š¸½ £¸«’ï š¸Ÿ¸Ä ¢í÷¸, ¢¨¸œ¸™¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ¸½¿ ¬¸ú›¸¸ ÷¸¸›¸½—— 

 

1. ¢ˆÅ÷¸›¸ú íú œ¸ú¢[õ¡¸¸Â ‰¸œ¸ú, ÷¸¤¸ íŸ¸›¸½ ¡¸í ¬¸¿¬ˆ¼Å¢÷¸ „œ¸]¸¸ƒÄ— 

    ˆÅ¸½¢’-ˆÅ ½̧¢’ ¢¬¸£ \¸[õ½ ÷¸ž¸ú, ƒ¬¸ˆÅú £®¸¸ ¬¸¿ž¸¨¸ í¸½ œ¸¸ƒÄ—— 

    í¾ ‚¬¸¿‰¡¸ ÷¸¾¡¸¸£ ¬¨¸¡¸¿ ¢Ÿ¸’, ƒ¬¸ˆÅ¸ ]¸ú¨¸›¸ ‚Ÿ¸£ ¤¸›¸¸› ½̧— 

    ¥¸Š¸½ £í½¿Š¸½ £¸«’ï š¸Ÿ¸Ä ¢í÷¸, ¢¨¸œ¸™¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ ½̧ ¬¸ú›¸¸ ÷¸¸›¸½—— 

 

2. ™½¨¸¸½¿ ˆÅú ¬œ »̧€¢÷¸Ä í™¡¸ Ÿ¸½¿, ‚¸™£ ¡¸º÷¸ œ¸º£‰¸¸½¿ ˆÅ¸ ¢\¸¿÷¸›¸— 

    œ¸£Ÿœ¸£¸ ‚›¸ºœ¸Ÿ¸ ¨¸ú£¸½¿ ˆÅú, \¸£¬¸ ¬¸¸š¸ˆÅ¸½¿ ˆ½Å ¢\¸£ ¬¸¸š¸›¸—— 

    œ¸ú¢”õ÷¸ ©¸¸½¢«¸÷¸ ™º¢‰¸÷¸ Ÿ¸¸›¸¨¸¸½¿, ˆ½Å íÿ íŸ¸ˆÅ¸½ ˆÅ«’ ¢Ÿ¸’¸›¸½— 

   ¥¸Š¸½ £í½¿Š¸½ £¸«’ï š¸Ÿ Ä̧ ¢í÷¸, ¢¨¸œ¸™¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ ½̧¿ ¬¸ú›¸¸ ÷¸¸› ½̧—— 

 

3. ›¸íì ¢¨¸š¸¸÷¸¸ ›¸ƒÄ ¬¸¼¢«’ ˆ½Å, ¬¸úš¸ú ¬¸\\¸ú ¬œ¸«’ ˆÅí¸›¸ú—¼ 

    œÏ½Ÿ¸ ˆÅ¨¸\¸ í¾ ÷¡¸¸Š¸ ‚¬°¸ í¾, ¥¸Š¸›¸ š¸¸£ ‚¸íº¢÷¸ í¾ ¨¸¸µ¸ú—— 

    ¬¸ž¸ú  ¬¸º‰¸ú í¸½ ¡¸íú ¬¨¸œ›¸ í¾, Ÿ¸£ˆÅ£ ž¸ú ¡¸í ¬¸œ¸€¥¸ ¤¸›¸¸›¸½— 

    ¥¸Š¸½ £í½¿Š¸½ £¸«’ï š¸Ÿ¸Ä ¢í÷¸, ¢¨¸œ¸™¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ ½̧¿ ¬¸ú›¸¸ ÷¸¸› ½̧—— 

 

4. ›¸íì ¢¨¸£¸½š¸ú £¸½ˆÅ ¬¸ˆ½¿ÅŠ¸½, ¢›¸¿™ˆÅ ž¸ú í ½̧¿Š¸½ ‚›¸ºŠ¸¸Ÿ¸ú— 

    ]¸›¸-]¸›¸ ƒ¬¸ˆÅú ¨ ¼̧¢Ö ˆÅ£½¿Š¸½, ƒ¬¸ˆÅú Š¸¢÷¸ ›¸ ˜¸Ÿ¸½Š¸ú ˜¸¸Ÿ¸ú—— 

    ¤¸¬¸ ƒ¬¸ˆÅú íº¿ˆÅ¸£ Ÿ¸¸°¸ ¬ ½̧, ™º«’ ¥¸Š¸½¿Š¸½ ‚¸œ¸ ¢“ˆÅ¸› ½̧— 

    ¥¸Š¸½ £í½¿Š¸½ £¸«’ï š¸Ÿ¸Ä ¢í÷¸, ¢¨¸œ¸™¸‚¸½¿ Ÿ ½̧¿ ¬¸ú›¸¸ ÷¸¸› ½̧—— 

 

™¥¸¤¸ú£¢¬¸¿í  \¸¸½š¸£ú 

£¸]¸ž¸¸«¸¸ ¬¸í¸¡¸ˆÅ-£÷¸¥¸¸Ÿ¸ 
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Answers 

 

 
S.No. 

 
Answers  

1. b) 

2. a)  Not more than 10 KMPH – be prepared to stop at the next stop signal. 

b)  Not more than 30 KMPH 
c)  Not more than 60 KMPH 

3. d)  40 KMPH 

4. c)   

5. d)   

6. False.   Correct answer is Loco Pilot will whistle intermittently while approaching 
level crossing gate. 

7. False.  Correct code is  --- 0 --- 0 

8. True. 

9. In case of death Rs.50,000/- 
In case of grievous injury Rs.25,000/- 

10. Authorities to proceed for Relief Engine/Train into an automatic block signaling 
section.  

11 Total 3 hours or Total + partial 6 hours.   

12. ‘C’ class. 

13. ‘H’ class. 

14. 15” + 5”. 

15. Home Station. 

16. TI & SSE(Sig.) 

17.  White light. 

18. White light  moving up & down vertically as high & low as possible. 

19. To ensure clearance of said two points by counting axles in and counting by 
axle out.  

20. Permanent locked points. 

21. Flashing indication of points strip with buzzer.  

22. Working Time Table. (Appendix VII) 

23. Caution Order. 

24. 1 in 8 ½  
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We Welcome Your Thoughts 

 

This in-house magazine of the Safety Organization , Headquarters Office , Western 

Railway is the right forum for your thoughts , views and articles towards the Quest of 

Safety in Railways. 

 

 

 

 

 

Please do send them to : 

 

 

Safety Department 

Western Railway Head Office.  

Churchgate.   
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NOTE 

 

  A Draft of Sanraksha Sandesh for the months April-June -2014 is prepared and put up 

for kind perusal please.  

 

 

(SFT 5/47  dated 1.7.2014) 

 

 

                                           (Sunil Salekar) 

                     OS-Safety 

 

Dy. CSO (S&T) 

 

Dy. CSO (T) 

 

Dy. CSO (Elect)  

 

Dy. CSO (M) 

 

Dy. CSO (Engg.) 

 

 

 

 

CSO 

 


